New Mediterranean Food Cookbook Sizzles
with Surprising Flavors and Savory Secrets
Pure olive oil. Lots of limes. Few batters, coatings, or rubs. No tahini in that hummus. Instead, an imaginative, personal, and highly
memorable take on enhancing natural flavors.
Chef Gorji, an engineer-turned-chef passionately blends science
and Old World “hot and cold” theories, creating unexpected ways
to combine ingredients. Often going against the grain of traditional culinary practices, he likes shorter cooking times, uses few
spices and very little or no sugar. Add flavor with ingredients such
as pomegranates, sumac, and barberries.
Gorji’s cookbook shows how to add boldness with user-friendly
recipes, flavorful ingredients and simple techniques.

Zing! By Gorji
New Mediterranean Cuisine
Bold, Balanced Simple and Savory
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Pink Grapefruit & Goat Cheese Salad
Escargots in Pomodoro Sauce
Grilled Chilled Avocado & Shrimp
Butter-Seared Lamb Brain
Championship Ribeye Steak with Pomegranates

Contact Info
Chef Gorji
www.chefgorji.com/cookbook
gorji@ChefGorji.com
972-503-7080

Winner of 5 Regional & International Book Awards
National Indie Excellence Awards – 2–International & Regional
Cookbook Categories, USA Book News Award – International
Cookbook Category, London Book Festival – International Cookbook Category, IPPY Book Awards – Best Book/Publisher/Author
Website

Reviews
“... I have had great results following his recipes exactly.
I love that there is no recipe in thebook that I feel is
fattening or has unhealthful ingredients or cooking
techniques...”
-Tiffany G
“Spiral bound, this impressive compendium showcasing Mediterranean cuisine is a true gourmet’s delight. ...
Profusely and beautifully illustrated throughout in full color,
“Zing! By Gorji” is a unique, sophisticated, and enthusiastically recommended addition to personal, professional, and
community library cookbook collections.”
-Midwest Book Review
“Dynamo restaurateur Gorji gives fans what they’ve
clamored for with Zing! By Gorji, a cookbook that reveals
the secrets of his New Mediterranean cooking... “
- Modern Luxury Magazine

Gorji, has been chef-owner of
critically acclaimed Gorji restaurant
for 16 years in Dallas, TX where
he has served his signature New
Mediterranean Cuisine. The back-toback champion of the Texas Steak
Cook-Off is also the creator of Gorji
Gourmet Foods, a line of sauces sold
in Whole Foods and specialty grocery
stores.

